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The hasis of the modern physical description of’ metals is formccl by electron-phonon tlleory: 

which describes the interadion of the elcct,rons n-it,11 oscillakio~ls of the ion lattice structure, or 

sound waves. In electron-phonon theory the stan&rcl method of computing physical quantities 

by means of a, perturhative expansion in the collpling constant breaks clown because the 

coupling constant is typically not small. 

Having to take all higher-ortler krms into account m&es t hc ca,lculations very difficult. 

Therefore it is conmm~ i-o make an approsimaiiol~ first proposed by A.U. Migclal in 1958. It 

consists of Icaving out the higher-order contril)utions to the interaction vcrtes. This grea,tly 

simplifies solving the ru;ain erptions of theory. S ligdal justificcl t,his approsima,tion by claiming 

tha,t, at zero tempera.ture, the hip$er o~lar collt-rihlli-ions vanish linearly in the sound velocity, 

c. For ordinary metds, this velocity is small relatke to the other relevant parameters. This 

claim has become known a,s “Migclal’s Theorem” a,lthough: to our l~nowlcdge, no rigorous 

proof ha,s ever been pd~lishccl. Migtkd gave a sketchy a,rgl~ment for the lowest order correction, 

the ~10ru3-Ioop correction", a.iid t’hcn claimcY1 that- higher orders woulct work the sxnc. Ot,her 

authors have followed him in doirlg so and ha,ve cstenclecl the claim to non-zero temperature. 

In this thesis the most simple form of elcc,i-ran-plinliorl theory, the Jellium model, is 

consirlerccl as c2 sta~tist~ical qnantum field theory at finit,c temperatine in the pcsence of xi 

ultra-violet cnt-off. A rigorous l~nuncl is fouucl for the one-loop corrcttion that is indeed O(C) 

except for a. correction term which vanishes along n-it 11 the temperature. This clone using very 

esplici t calculat,ions using a Feyninan-trick ant1 repeatecl iutcgra,tion by parts. 

Proper formrilation of the theory so that tile zero-ternpera,tnrc limit exists rquires 

rcnorlnaliza,tion of the theory. Here; a so callrd Fermi-surface renormaliza,t;ion is clone) where 

cou1lter terms are adcletl to the band relation. i?sing renorinaliza,tion groiip techniques and x 

SC& decomposition argument t’hese connter terms are define precisely and it is shown that the 
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6 Summary 

zero temperature limit of the renormalized theory is well defined by establishing temperature 

independent bounds for the values of graphs occurring in the theory. 

Finally it is shown that for the renormalized theory, for all 0 < E < 1 the vertex 

corrections of order T are bounded by 

for some t-dependent constant n/&.(t), with /3 the inverse tempera,ture. This is done by com- 

bining the Feynman-trick and the integration by parts with the scale decomposition. 


